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escapable core problem affecting and often gener‐
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tion of Europe. Events between 1945 and 1950 (in‐

Carley believes that Moscow was in earnest

cluding what nearly happened in France and Italy

about the western alliance to and partially

in 1947-8) indicate that this fear was not idle. It is

through the futile negotiations with the Anglo-

not clear when concern for survival overtook fear

French military mission in mid-August, but his ac‐

of bolshevization, to what degree, in which British

count implies that Russia was trying to prevent

and French circles, or when Chamberlain could

agreement. He says, "Soviet instructions anticipat‐

have carried the mandarins of the Conservative

ed every weakness of the Anglo-French delega‐

party for a Soviet alliance had he wished it. Carley

tions, and their scornful tone foretold no good re‐

proves that he did not wish it and blocked a Rus‐

sult." (p. 189) The approach seemed designed to

sian rapprochement. He further indicates that

cause maximum Anglo-French embarrassment,

western politicians (if not military attaches) tend‐

and one wonders whether Stalin really thought

ed to dismiss Russia's potential military contribu‐

Polish consent to Russian troop transit was ob‐

tion of 100 divisions, stressing their lack of offen‐

tainable. Moreover, by Carley's account, Moscow

sive capability. He shrewdly points out that

agreed to negotiations with Berlin before the first

Britain and France lacked that as well and were

meeting with the mission and offered Germany a

planning a long war. He argues that the purges

pact while still talking to the delegations. Carley

equally served as an excuse to dismiss the Red

argues for a sudden, catastrophic reversal of Rus‐

Army; perhaps, though, Britain and France had

sian policy, but when in fact Stalin made his deci‐

more reason here since 80% of Soviet officers

sion is unclear.

above the rank of captain were removed. In any

Carley also says, "The objectives of Soviet poli‐

event, western fear of communism was as much a

cy were state security and the recovery of the

key fact as the 100 Soviet divisions.

tsars' lost territories." (p. 212) The implications of

Carley demonstrates that Britain was not seri‐

this undoubtedly sound statement are vast,

ous about an alliance and that the military mis‐

whether Moscow was impelled by ideology, habit‐

sion was a hollow gesture, though perhaps it took

ual Russian imperialism, or both. A case can be

on some reality for France when Paris reached ut‐

made for granting Russia its traditional east-cen‐

ter desperation in August. Carley also stresses that

tral European sphere, as Paul Schroeder has done

Russian distrust of Britain and France was both

on H-Diplo in a contemporary context, but a Tory

acute and justified, though reinforced by historic

cabinet of the 1930s was unlikely to accord that to

enmity to Britain and chronic suspicion of capital‐

a bolshevized historic foe even in an era of ex‐

ist motives. One must ask, however, whether

treme danger -- especially when it was so much

western distrust of the Soviet Union was equally

easier to hope that Germany and Russia would de‐

justified and examine the underlying motives of

vour each other.

Russian policy insofar as one can. Did Stalin really

Carley displays fairly consistent sympathy for

endorse Litvinov's collective security policy or

the Russian diplomatic point of view, though he

merely use it to gain time and/or as a tactic to oth‐

never condones Stalinist brutality, shows much

er ends? Did he opt for collective security only

enthusiasm for Molotov, or fully excuses Russian

when Hitler refused him? These questions will be

policy. When there is a clash of evidence, he tends

debated at least until more evidence emerges,

to accept the Russian version. He provides a few

though it is clear, as Carley says, that Russia

minimal, unelaborated statements implying Rus‐

aimed to delay war as long as possible -- as did

sian annexationism, as above and as in: "The

Britain.

British feared giving the Soviet Union license to
threaten Baltic independence or to spread com‐
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munism" (p. 169) but does not linger. Despite oc‐

prominently in future debates about the origins of

casional qualification, he assumes that Moscow

World War II.

was serious about collective security throughout.

At the outset, Carley warns that his story is

His heroes are Litvinov, Maiskii, and Vansittart,

depressing. Indeed it is. One emerges wondering

all proponents of the Anglo-French-Soviet alliance

whether Britain was prepared to fight to the last

and all lacking power. Litvinov was not a Polit‐

Frenchman, France to the last Russian, and the

buro member and served mainly as a high-level

Soviet Union to the last capitalist. It is salutary to

functionary until his ouster, Maiskii an emissary

be reminded with considerable verve that Anglo-

with little policy influence, and in 1938 Vansittart

French hostility to the Soviet Union played a role

had been promoted to oblivion partly because he

in the advent of the Russo-German treaty. How

resisted appeasement of Germany.

large a role is debatable, and many historians will

Carley says that appeasement was driven by

prefer a more nuanced verdict than Carley's as‐

fear both of the Nazis and of victory over them

sertion that "The Munich crisis and the failure of

because such victory required Soviet aid and thus

Anglo-Franco- Soviet negotiations in 1939 led di‐

risked spreading communism westward. This is

rectly to the Nazi-Soviet nonaggression pact." (p.

an important insight -- and one more reason why

258)

Chamberlain favored peace at almost any price.
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Carley argues that the feared bolshevization oc‐
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curred because collective security failed and be‐
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western security against Nazi Germany." (p. 257)
He continues that if collective security had existed
in 1939, the victorious Allies and especially the
Poles would have blocked Soviet expansion. This
seems a bit much to expect of a Poland presum‐
ably occupied by the Red Army at the first shot.
Why this blocking of Soviet expansion did not oc‐
cur as a result of collective security in 1941 with
the Red Army starting much further east is un‐
clear.
Nonetheless, Carley is right that the events he
describes were part of the early Cold War, and his
approach is a refreshing antidote to Cold War
rhetoric assuming that all double-dealing lay on
one side. A thorough exposition of the Russian
viewpoint is immensely valuable, and Carley has
made a major contribution to our understanding
of Litvinov's thinking. Providing the contents of so
many Soviet documents to those who do not read
Russian is an important service to Clio's practi‐
tioners, for it offers a wealth of valuable and re‐
vealing detail. Undoubtedly this book will figure
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